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THE ORDER STRUCTURE OF THE SPACE OF MEASURES WITH CONTINUOUS TRANSLATION
by Gerard L. G. SLEIJPEN
Introduction.
Let S be a stip; this is a locally compact semigroup with identity element 1 of which the topology is induced by a neighbourhood base of 1 [cf. (2.1)]. In view of the results in e.g. [I] , [3] , [15] one may state that the algebra L(S) of all bounded Radon measures on S with continuous translations [see definition (2. 3)] is the natural analogue of the group algebra L^G) of a locally compact group G. Therefore, it is tempting, now, to look. for an analogue on S of the L^G^module L^G). For this purpose, since L(S) is essentially a measure algebra and not a function space, we look among the measure spaces for a candidate.
If, for instance, S is compact, the space of all bounded Radon measures u for which the collection of all translates |u| ^ x [where x is the point mass at x] (xeS) has an upper bound in L(S) seems to be suitable; if, moreover, S is a group this space « coincides » with L^S). However, simplicity of a definition only is not a sufficient justification for a study; many other generalizations of L°°(G) are conceivable [see for instance § 7 of [19] ]. Therefore, in order to deepen our understanding in the structure of L^G), we listed a number of properties that the least a proper analogue of L°°(G) sould have. Thus, we came to the notion of « pseudo L°°-space » [these are Riesz ideals of L(S)i^ with a Banach lattice structure that has certain completeness properties [cf. (2.5.1-2)]]; furthermore the unit ball is vaguely bounded [cf. (2.5. 3)], and it «contains » all its translates [cf. (2.5.4) ]. In the case that S is a group, these spaces are [or, to be more precise, can be identified via the Haar measure with] invariant solid Banach function spaces as have been studied in e.g. [6] and [7] . By studying the properties of the pseudo L°°-spaces, and to observe how they work in the induced spaces, we hope to establish those that are essential for the L°°(G).
In [19] , we paid some attention to the L^-spaces, induced by a pseudo L°°-space in a way as described by J.-P. Bertrandias in [2] . In the present paper, we concentrate on the subspace of a pseudo L°°-space consisting of all measures of which the translation is [uniformly] continuous with respect to the norm of the pseudo L°°-space. To be more precise : let L°°(S, The problems we solve here, mainly have to do with the order structure of the spaces in question. We show how certain order-continuity properties of || ll®, are related to the conditions « LRuc(S,B) [or LRuc(S,B)oJ ls a
Riesz ideal of L°°(S,B)» and «LRuc(S,B) [or LRuc(S,B)oJ is a Riesz subspace of L^S.B)».
The main result we obtain is new and of interest also in the case that S is a group. If S is a non-discrete group with right Haar measure m, this result runs as follows : In § 2, we explain our notations and conventions. Further, we give the definitions and properties that are basic to the theory of stips, and we introduce the pseudo L°°-spaces.
1) LRuc(S,B)oo is a Riesz ideal if and only if \\ \\^ is order continuous on

2) Lpuc(S,B) i5 a Riesz ideal if and only if \\ \\^ is order continuous on
We consider the Banach-module structure of LRuc(S,B) in the next section. In § 4, we discuss the case that LRuc(S,B)oo ls a ^l esz id^l-Next, in §5, we generalize the obtained results to Lpuc(S,B). In the last section, we study the conditions under which LRUC(S,B) is a Riesz subspace of L°°(S,B).
I wish to express my gratitude to dr. G. Groenewegen for stimulating discussions on the subject of this paper.
Notations, definitions and elementary properties.
In this section, we explain notations and conventions. Furthermore, we collect some elementary properties. Conventions that are not explained in the text are the same as the ones in [15] . Related properties can be found in [15] , [19] and [20] . For some background information concerning Riesz spaces we refer the interested reader to [9] and [14] .
S is a locally compact semigroup [the topology is locally compact Hausdorff and the multiplication is jointly continuous] with an identity element 1. for every / e m(S) that is |^i| ^ |v|-integrable. 2.4. PROPOSITION [cf. [15] , (3.13) and [20] , (12.7), (6.9)]. -Let S be a stip. Throughout this paper S is a stip \vith the additional properties : 1) clo{suppOi)|neL(S)} = S;
If
L(S)ioc is a Riesz ideal of M(S). L(S) 15 an L-ideal in M(S). If [ieL(S) then both r^ and l^ are norm-continuous. A neM(S) belongs to
2) the identity element has a countable neighbourhood base.
A stip S with property (1) belongs to the class of the foundation semigroups [cf. [15] , (2.2)]. In [18] , the reader can find a discussion whether each stip has property (1).
We require S to have property (2) In case S is a group the pseudo L°°-spaces can be identified, via the Haar measure, with invariant solid BF-spaces having property L.4 as defined in [6] ., 2.6. Examples [see also (3. 3) and (5.4) of [19] and in this paper (3.7), (4.1), (4.16) 2) L(S) is a pseudo L°°-space with modular function identically 1.
3) Let U be a compact neighbourhood of 1. In case S is a group and U~1 = U, m(U) =1 for a right Haar measure m, we have that m(UxU)/w(UU) ^ A(x) ^ w(UxU)(xeS).
The space {n 6 L(S)| ||sup [x ^ |p| \x e U}|| < 00} is a pseudo L°°-space as well. The modular function is equal to 1. For the case where S is a group, this space has been studied in [12] , [5] , [8] . (13.5) in [20] [see also theorem (4.8) in [16] The proof of (c), (d) and (e) can be found in [19] , (5.5), (5.9), (5.8), respectively.
2.8.
Remarks. -(1) The proof of (b), as suggested above, depends on the fact that {1} is a Gg-subset of S. However, by an adaptation of the arguments in § 4 of [19] , one can also prove (b) without this countability restriction for {1}.
(2) Let (L(S),®) be the Banach space endowed with the product ® given by^1 
B-uniformly continuous measures.
In this section, we introduce the B-uniformly continuous measures and we prove some elementary properties.
The notion of « B-uniformly continuous measure » can be viewed as a generalization of the notion of « uniformly continuous function » on a group; in case S is a group with right Haar measure m, the measure fm (/eL°°(S,w)) of which the right translation r^ from S into M(S) is continuous with respect to || llooCIL/Noo := ess su ? {I/MI l-^ e S}] can be identified with a uniformly continuous function [cf. [4] ]. The spaces LRuc(S,B) and LRuc(S,B)oo obviously are closed subspaces of L°°(S,B). However, it is far from clear whether these spaces are Riesz subspaces or Riesz ideals. Before we concentrate on these problems in § 4, 5 and § 6 we give some « properties of Banach module type ».
If the space LRuc(S,B) is considered as a generalization of RUC, the space of uniformly continuous functions on a group, then Lpuc(S,B)^ and LRuc(S,B)oo are generalizations of Coo(S), respectively of Coo(S). The correctness of the view, suggested here, is emphasized by the following property, for whose proof we refer to [19] , (5.12).
As in [2] has been explained, L^S.B) introduces L^'-spaces [see also [19] Put y := sup{l/||A^jl|JU c S, 1 eint(U)}, and let V be a compact neighbourhood of 1. Let veL(S), e > 0. Put E'^e/7, e":=min(y,6'y/||v||) and V : = int {x e V|8(x) e (y -c",y + e')}.
Then for each veL(S), e > 0 there is a peI^S)'^ [or if
From the definition of y and the upper semicontinuity of 5, it follows that leclofV'). There is an F e Jf such that |v|(S\F) < e'. Consider 
[8^*x(A/)-^(/)]8(x)dp'(x) + ln(/)(8(x)-y)dp'(x) e' 8 dp' +
Hence ||H® P'-^ll ^ 4e'.
If S = do LK^PP ( 7C ) I n e L°°(S,B)} then, by (2.7.^), there is a p e B such that
Hp-p'll < min (£7||v||,y) Take a ueL^S.B), and e > 0.
Then V := {xeS\ ||u*x-n||^<e} is a neighbourhood of 1 There is a veL(S) such that ||v|| = v(V), || §v|| =1. By a combination [for details see (2.1) of [11] ] of the Eberlein-Smulian and the BanachGrothendieck theorem, for any /ew(S), with I/I 8 < 1 we have that
• The factorization theorem of Cohen leads now to the result in the theorem.
D
Several characterizations of measures u€L^c(S.B) can be given A basic one is formulated in the next theorem; the proof as presented is an adaptation of the arguments in (3.2) of [15] .
Another characterization can be found by generalizing the results in LI-)], in the following way.
If neL^S.B) such that {[i^x\xeA} is separable in L°°(S,B) for some a-compact subset A of S of which 1 is an L(S)-density point [i.e.
for each open V with 1 e V, there is a v e L(S) for which v(A nV) ^ 0] then H ^ x e LRuc(S,B) for any x e §. [Take an x e §. By a reasoning similar to the one in [13] , find a compact K contained in A n^~lx that is not L(S)-negligible and on which r^ is continuous. Next, look for a v e S and a compact neighbourhood V of 1 such that KKu c jcV and prove that r^ is continuous on V. Finally, apply the next theorem in order to obtain the announced result] In particular, if HeL°°(S,B) then H ^ x e Lpuc(S,B) (x e §) as soon as r^ is L(S)-measurable.
THEOREM. -Let HeL°°(S,B).
Then p, e LRuc(S,B) if and only if r^ is weakly continuous at 1 [i.e. continuous with respect to the weak topology of L^S.B)]. //H e LRuc(S»B) and feC(S) is uniformly continuous [i.e. x->fj, is a continuous map from S into C(S)] then f[i e Lguc^B) • In particular, we have that /ueLRuc(S,B) for all ^ieL^^W and feC^(S).
Proof. -Note that ^eL°°(S,B)* for each fceL°°(S,B)*, x e S if î s defined by h^(v) := h(v^x) (v e L OO (S,B)).
Let HeL°°(S,B) for which r^ is weakly continuous at 1. In order to prove that r^ is norm-continuous on S, we may suppose that n is real.
First, we shall show that r^ is weakly continuous on S. Let (x^g^ be a set in S that converges to x e S. Suppose h e L°°(S,B)* is real and such that (^(H*^))xeA converges to a CeR. We shall prove that C = /i(|i^x); then we may conclude that r^ is weakly continuous at x. According to the Hahn-Banach theorem there is an BeL°°(S,B)* such that for each real veL°°(S,B)
Let e > 0 and let U be a compact neighbourhood of 1. V is the collection of all v e U for which both 
Then 1 e int (V). Take a v e int (V) n § and note that
Ti([i^v) + e ^ ?ii(u) + 2e = C + 2s.
Apparently, C = h(\i^x).
Now, by a combination of the Eberlein-Smulian and the BanachGrothendieck theorem [cf. (2.11) of [11] ] we find that
h e L°°(S,B)*.
LRuc( s 3) is norm-closed and hence weakly closed. Therefore, since {a^v|veL(S)^} c L^c(S,B) [by (3.3)], it easily follows now that HeLRuc(S,B).
The proofs of the other assertions in the theorem are left to the reader. [If LRuc(S,B) is a Riesz space one obviously can take a to be Therefore ||H||^ < oo .
It is not hard to prove that LRuc(S,B) is also a Banach space under 11-11^. The proposition follows now as a corollary of the open mapping theorem. D
The following example shows that a may happen to be unequal to 1. 
Consider u^/^+X'). Note that neLRuc(S,B), but \[i\ i L^u^B)-
In this case we have that 11^=1, while 11^=2.
Clearly, a ^ 2. However, one can show that a = 2.
The case where LRuc(S,B)oo is a Riesz ideal.
Consider a linear subspace L of L°°(S,B). If V is a downward directed subset of L with infimum 0 in L [i.e. if ueL such that 0 ^ u ^ v for all v e V then u = 0], we put V [ 0(L).
We say that || |[^ is absolutely continuous on L if for each countable subset V of L for which V^O(L) we have that
In case (1) holds for all subsets V of L for which ViO(L) we say that || 11^ is order continuous on L.
Note that we do not require L to be a Riesz subspace of L°°(S,B) [see (3.6) and (3. » n In order to prove (^c), suppose that for some ^eLRucC^B) 4^ and for some decreasing sequence (OJ^g^ of open sets whose intersection is L(S)-negligible we have that lim llnloJI^ = a > 0.
n-»oo "
In view of lemma C for each n e N we can find a compact subset F^ of €)" such that
HHlo^^-a. Obviously, p(f) = 0 whenever /eC^(S) and /=0 on Fx~1. Apparently, supp (v) c ¥x~1.
Let K e Jf such that K~1 K is not a neighbourhood of 1. Take Before we proceed to the proof of lemma C we separate two steps in the proof in the form of the following lemmas (4.9) and (4.10). Pyw/ -Let veL(S) nB such that v(V) = ||v|| = 1. Take an m e N.
Consider an f e m(S), |/|? < oo, an n e N and E : = E^ n supp (n). Then
Since E c supp(p,)ejf and veL(S), we can find an neN, n ^ m such that sup^v(E)^e(2||^0-1 . The existence of an x e V with the required property follows. D
In the proof of lemma C, we will have to choose compact sets F with an additional property: viz.¥xx~1 =F for some xe §. Unlike the group case, for semigroups, this is not a trivial property. The following lemma overcomes this problem. The proof of this lemma may be based on an observation as in the last few sentences of the proof of lemma B; we omit the details. Let (n(k))ke^ be a sequence in N such that for all feeN By induction, we shall show that, in addition to (1), the seauence (n(fc))feeN can be chosen such that for any k e N XQ 1 (6) KJI^>a+£.
By the Fatou-Levi property of || ||^, we can find an n(l)eN such that (6) holds with k = 1.
Now consider a peN and suppose that n(l), ..., n(p) have been choosen such that (1) and (6) hold for k ^ p. Sincê Let (y(^))^6N ^d (^(^))neN be sequences in N such that for all n e N, n > 1, (9) ?i(n+1) > y(^) > X(n) > y(l) = )i(l) = 1.
Let (x^eN be a sequence in S such that x^eV^^ for all neN. For each n e N, n > 1, put F^ : = K,^ and C^ : = F^\(F^-.\ u£^_,). Then (10) O^eN converges to 1.
In order to prove that If j = i + 1 then C, n C^i^" 1 = Cf+i n Cf+ix," 1 = 0.
Hence (11) holds.
Finally we shall show that the sequences (y(n)), (M^)) ^d (x^) can be chosen such that, in addition to (10) and (11), for all n e N, n > 1, also (12) llHlcJI^ > a.
By lemma (4.9), we can find an x^ e V\ and a X (2) (1) by adapting the arguments in (2.7) of [18] . The proof of (2) and (3) is easy. 
-L p * xo(f) dv(y) = dp * Xo(f} for all / 6 C^^ . 
The case where LRuc(S,B) is a Riesz ideal.
In view of the results in the previous section one might hope that (*) I-RUC^B) is a Riesz ideal if and only if \\ \\^ is order continuouŝ
Lpuc(S,B).
A short reflection with <°°(Z) in mind clears that this hope is vain. However, in case S is a group, l w) (Z) is essentially the only counter example : if S is discrete then L°°(S,B) = LRUC(S,B) and otherwise the above conjecture (^) is correct [cf. (5.10) and (5.11.2)]. In general, the situation is more complicated. We have to split the semigroup into two disjoint sets, one of which consists of the elements t that have a kind of « fix-point property » [1 e int {x e S | tx = r}].
In (5.1)-(5.3), we introduce and discuss the mentioned partition of S. Next, in (5.4)-(5.5) we obtain results on the « non-disastrously collapsing » part of S. The complementary part is discussed in (5.6)-(5.9). Finally, the main result can be found in (5.10).
LEMMA. -For each teS, put H(t)
:= {x e S\tx=t}.
Then H{t) is a closed subsemigroup of S and leH^H^cHO) (reS).
For each teS, H(t) is either meagre or open.
Proof. -The proof of the first claim is left to the reader. Proof. -Take an r e § such that rF n Z = 0.
For each t e F, S ~1 rt is a neighbourhood of t. Therefore, there are t^, ..., ^ e F such that Firstly, we shall show that for any K e JT 
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Next, with the aid of (1) and (2), we shall show that Put ^ := Xp^_i)(n eN). Note that F^ c U^ for all w,neN, w ^ n, because Apparently, a ^ llHlpjl^ < lluL * ^n-HlX for all neN.
Since ^IA e LRuc(S,B) we have that a = 0.
To prove ( Since n^e LRUC:(S,B), this shows that P = 0. D By a combination of (4.14) and (5.6) we obtain a description of the case where {n e LRuc(S,B)lulz=0} is a Riesz ideal [see (5.10)].
We now consider the measures that vanish outside Z. If the identity element has a connected neighbourhood V, then there are no problems : because in this case tV = t for all teZ, whence Hlz*^=p|z for every v e V and [i e L^S^). Consequently, here ^[2 e LRuc(S,B) for everŷ eL°°(S,B).
In general, however, the situation is more complicated as the following example may show. Then S is a foundation stip. Put Soo:={oo}xG and for each neN S^ = {(n,t) | where teG such that (n,t)eS}. Then Z=S\S^.
For each n e N00 let n^ be the Haar measure on the subgroups Sn ormalized such that ||7cJ| := 2~" if neN and ||7t^|| = 1. Put In order to describe the case where {p, e LRuc(S,B)l^lz=^} is a Riesz ideal, we use the sets Z(x) : = [t e Z| tx = t} (x e S) [see (5.9) ]. In the proof of (5.9), we need a partition of the sets Z\Z(x). This partition is introduced in (5.7). Its measurability properties are discussed in (5.8). Proof. -«(4) <= (1) => (2)» is a combination of (5.6), (5.9) and (4.2). Now, suppose that (2) holds. We shall show that (2a) implies (4); then (1) follows from (2), (4.2) and (5.9).
Let ueLRuc(S,B). Let
V := {/eC(X)|^z^/^l and l-/eCoo(S)}.
Then V^z and/n -^ = /^z. Since /neL^^B) (/eV) and LRuc(S,B) is norm closed, (Id) implies that Ulz e Lpuc(S,B). In particular, we have that (l-/M\ze LRuc(S,B)^ {feV) and since Pls\z-(l -/)Hls\2=/Hls\2 (/eV) we see that ^|s\z e LRUC(S,B)^ .
By an adaptation of the arguments in the proof of «(1) => (3)» and «(3) ==> (1)» of (4.14), one can complete the proof of this theorem. Proof. -For a HeL°°(S,B), note that ll^l2*^lX ^ ll^l2\Z(x)*^-^l2\Z(X fcX(A(x)+l). Now, by making some observations simular to those in the proof of (4.17), the corollary follows. Q
We conclude this section with the following observation (5.13). In this one, we prove that under certain restrictions on the size of S [discrete subsets have to be of measurable cardinality] || ||^ is order continuous on LRuc(S,B)|s\z as soon as || H^ is absolutely continuous on this space LRuc(S?B)ls\2-As a consequence, under the mentioned restriction, in (2) and (3) of (5.10), one may replace « order continuous » by « absolutely continuous » [in order to see the correctness of this statement as far as (3) concerns one may for instance inspect the arguments in the proof of «(3)=^(1)» in (4.14)].
In the proof of this observation (5.13), we use a result from [17] . A discussion of this restriction of the size and references concerning the notion of measurable cardinality and the other notion [o-smooth, z-smooth] used in the proof of (5.13) can also be found in [17] . Let gem{S) be such that 0 ^ g < 1 and || 11°, is absolutely continuous on M:= {<^eLRuc(S,B)}.
